
third Inaugural; Fujimori had won re-election by an over-
whelming majority, in large part because he freed Peru of
narco-terrorism. Toledo arranged the deal personally, in
meetings with Soros at the June 2000 meeting of the World
Democracy Forum.

Terrorism Central:
People’s Global Action
by Scott Thompson

People’s Global Action (PGA)
Address: PGA c/o Canadian Union of Postal Workers

(CUPW)
377 Bank Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
e-mail address: pga@agp.org
website: http://www.agp.org

Days before the Sept. 28-29, 2001 biannual meeting of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank in A group called No Border No Nation advertised this “hot
Washington, D.C., People’s Global Action will be holding a Summer” of 2001 anti-globalization riots and protests.
conference in Cochabamba, Bolivia, to plan how to disrupt
events in Washington, D.C., as well as to carry out global
protests and terrorist action. The significance of this meeting
cannot be underestimated, as PGA is the umbrella under notably including the Zapatistas (EZLN) of Mexico’s south-

ern Chiapas state.which all of the world’s major narco-terrorist, landless, indi-
genist, and “Black Bloc” anarchist gangs have been as-
sembled. The Cochabamba Agenda

Apart from the global day of action around the forthcom-PGA has been involved in every “global day of action,”
since the birth of the new terrorism. As PGA-linked events ing Washington, D.C. IMF/World Bank meeting, the agenda

for the Cochabamba conference includes plans for the PGAhave grown vastly in size and violence, a recent editorial by
Michael Albert, on behalf of the PGA, entitled “Resurrect the to enter a phase of “sustained action”—a euphemism for ter-

rorist acts. One of the focal points for such “sustained action”R-Word,” calls for a shift toward “revolution”: “To argue
that capitalists will freely forsake the economic violence is is opposition to Plan Colombia, which is ostensibly a major

North American intervention to carry out a “war on drugs” inutopian. . . . We have economic violence. We want economic
liberty. The difference is transformative. We need the R- Colombia (the Plan Colombia is actually not a serious anti-

drug policy, as EIR has reported; see, for example, speech byword. . . . We can’t win what we won’t even name. We can’t
orient today’s reforms to furthering tomorrow’s victories if Gen. Harold Bedoya (ret.), in EIR, March 24, 2000). Undoubt-

edly, despite its pleading poverty in its goal to have 70%we refuse to define what tomorrow’s victories might be. Blind
strategy is no strategy at all. Resistance is good. But to get to representation from the Third World, the PGA’s coffers will

be stuffed by the narco-traffickers and their terrorist allies.liberation, in speaking, writing, thought, and action—resur-
rect the R-word.” Combatting Plan Colombia was also the subject of a meeting

in November 2000 of the representatives of the Andean andU.S. intelligence sources have affirmed, and EIR has cor-
roborated, that the PGA is one of the “central coordinating Central American regional organization of the PGA.

Other suggested targets of “sustained action” to be takentools” for a minestrone of organizations involved in the new
terrorism, ranging from narco-terrorist organizations like Co- up at Cochabamba include stopping “the execution of trans-

port megaprojects such as the new interoceanic canal, mega-lombia’s FARC, to the reborn Autonomists and anarchists
that practice “Black Bloc” (see box) terrorist tactics, to an harbors, finishing the Pan-American road, etc.”

Cochabamba will be the third international conferenceanthropologist’s dream-world of “indigenous” organizations,
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of the PGA. It will start with a “grassroots” tour through the Zapatistas during the 1996 encuentro. Participants in-
cluded: the Landless Movement (MST), of Brazilian peas-Venezuela, as well as Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The

agenda is set by a group of “convenors” selected at the preced- ants, a potentially armed insurgency organization, which is
tied to the Colombian FARC and carries out land occupations;ing conference. Among the Cochabamba convenors are:

CONFEUNASSC-CNC (Confederación Unica Nacio- and, for India, the Karnataka State Farmers Union
(KKRS), which has run a “cremate Monsanto” campaign,nal de Afiliados al Seruo Social Campesino-Consejo Naci-

onal Campesino), an Ecuadoran peasant movement that has burning fields of genetically modified crops. French farmer
activist José Bové, who gained notoriety by destroying a Mc-ignited several uprisings;

MJK (Movimento de la Juventud Kuna), a Panamanian Donald’s restaurant during protests in Paris, also attacked a
Monsanto plant in Brazil, before suddenly appearing as aindigenous people’s movement that sparked several actions

over the Twentieth Century, and won autonomy for the major voice in the Hemispheric Free-Trade Summit of the
Americas in Quebec City, despite a Canadian security all-Kuma people;

FNT (Frente Nacional de Trabajadores), a trade union points bulletin to apprehend him.
Immediately after the meeting in El Indiano, representa-federation from Nicaragua that includes Sandinista central

and other unions; tives from activist and terrorist organizations of North and
South gathered in the same spot, to plot direct action againstONECA/ODECO, the organization of escaped slaves in

Ibero-America, who formed societies in the rain forest in most the Second Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Orga-
nization (WTO, which was going to take place in May 1998 innations there;

Aoteoroa Educators, the training branch of the inter- Geneva, to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the General
tribal Maori independence movement in New Zealand, called
Tino-Rangatiratatanga;

Krishok Federation, a federation of peasants and land-
less agricultural workers from Bangladesh, which has been
fighting for decades against the “Green Revolution,” as well The Black Bloc Tactic
as against mega-projects, such as dams and levees, that might
save hundreds of thousands of lives from flooding;

The message printed on the inside of 9,000 black ski masksMONLAR (Movement for National Land and Ag-
ricultural Reform) from Sri Lanka; distributed at the June 18, 1999 “Carnival Against Capi-

tal,” which had been called for by People’s Global ActionYa Basta! One of the main Autonomist Zapatista-support
networks, based primarily in Italy, which has conducted pro- (PGA) to vandalize the City of London financial district,

read:tests against NATO involvement in the Balkans, for rights for
illegal immigrants, and held global days of action against the “Those in authority fear the mask for their power partly

resides in identifying, stamping and cataloguing: in know-globalization of Europe.
At present, North America is represented by acting conve- ing who you are . . . our masks are not to conceal our

identity but to reveal it. . . . Today we shall give this resis-nors—the Tampa Bay Action Group and the Convergence
of Anti-Capitalist Struggles (Convergence des Luttes Anti- tance a face; for by putting on our masks we reveal our

unity; and by raising our voices in the street together, weCapitalistes)—which will be replaced, once the conference
has convened. Rainbow Keepers, a network of radical an- speak our anger at the facelessness of power.”

This “Black Bloc” tactic, which may also include blackarcho-ecologist action groups in Eastern Europe and the for-
mer Soviet republics in Asia, is the acting convenor for Eu- dress, black helmets, gas masks, padding, steel-toed boots,

and sometimes even the equivalent of riot police shieldsrasia. At present, there are no convenors from Africa and East
Asia, a matter which will be taken up at Cochabamba. and batons, has been prevalent at every major PGA-linked

“global day of action.”
At the Nov. 30, 1999 demonstration and terrorismOrigins of the PGA

The PGA had its origins in a sequence of events in 1996 against the World Trade Organization Summit in Seattle,
Washington, somewhere between 100 and 300 anarchistsand 1997. The first event was the Zapatistas’ call in 1996, via

e-mail, for an encuentro (encounter) of select activist organi- and others adopted the “Black Bloc” tactic, carrying a
rucksack with a change of clothes, so that after attackingzations around the world, to meet in specially constructed

arenas in the Chiapas jungle, to discuss common tactics. Six police lines, they could blend back into the crowd of less
militant protesters.thousand people turned up for the several-day-long dis-

cussion. However, as the online news service “A-Infos” makes
clear in a piece entitled, “Autonomia and the Origin of theIn August 1997, the European Zapatista support network

called for a Second Meeting for Humanity and Against Neo- Black Bloc,” there is nothing new about this tactic, which
Liberalism, in El Indiano, Spain, which it had planned with
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Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), and to establish communi- was programmed to take place in Bangalore, India, several
months before the Third Ministerial Conference of the WTO,cation and coordination among those who wanted to continue

those actions against other free-trade agreements and institu- in Seattle, Washington. At this meeting, the convenors en-
dorsed two large projects.tions. This was the origin of the PGA, which held its first

international conference on Feb. 23-25, 1998, in Geneva’s One project was an Inter-Continental Caravan for Solidar-
ity and Resistance, from May 22 to June 20, 1999. This“alternative culture” centers, with representatives from 300

movements in 71 countries, and all the continents. brought together representatives in Europe from 450 move-
ments from the Third World, with the majority from India,
but also including: the MST, Zapatista support groups fromThe PGA Swings Into Action

The first major PGA-linked action was on May 16-20, Mexico, and the Process of Black Communities from Colom-
bia. The Inter-Continental Caravan met with a wide variety1998 against the Group of Eight Summit in Birmingham,

England, and the WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva a of organizations in over 12 European countries. Actions in-
cluded taking over the Aviano, Italy air field for one day,day later. Apart from direct action at these events, there were

over 65 demonstrations in 29 countries. In India, several hun- during which the NATO bombing of Serbia was stopped, and
on June 18, the caravan ended up in Cologne, where the G-8dred thousand farmers demonstrated, while in Geneva, 10-

15,000 people from all over Europe and other continents car- was then meeting.
The second project was a global day of action againstried out three days of the heaviest rioting ever seen in that city.

At a meeting of the convenors’ committee in Finland in financial centers, on June 18, 1999. The June 18 operation
(www.j18.org.) was most notable in the City of London,September 1998, the second international PGA conference

dates back at least to the May 1968 anarchist barricades in Intelligence Service in preparation for the Quebec City
Paris. Soon thereafter, in the “Hot Autumn” of 1969, the Third Summit of the Americas, the agency notes: “Circum-
Italian Autonomia emerged in what “A-Infos” character- stances also have promoted the involvement of fringe ex-
izes as “the rapid proliferation of direct action, strikes, rent tremists who espouse violence, largely represented by
strikes, mass squats [of buildings], streetfighting, univer- Black Bloc anarchists. . . . Extremists currently achieving
sity occupations and other popularly supported radical ac- the most notoriety are among anarchists and members of
tions.” With the crackdown against the Autonomia Op- the Third Position. . . . The Black Bloc is a loosely orga-
eraia group in 1979, when Toni Negri and 150 others fled nized cluster of anarchist affinity groups and individuals,
indictment by going underground, the movement spread estimated in North America to number a few hundred, who
to what was then West Germany in the early 1980s, as well come together to participate in protests and demonstra-
as to the Netherlands and Switzerland. Especially in West tions. The Third Position, largely a European phenomenon
Berlin and Hamburg, vast networks of squatters occupied but spreading rapidly to the U.S.A., is a curious mixture
whole city blocks and built walls around them from which of extreme Left and Right political motivations which in-
“Black Bloc” members would emerge to battle the police, clude the use of violent means of protest.”
who sought to evict them. The International Third Position (http://dspace.dial.pi-

One notable event in Hamburg occurred in 1986, when pex.com/third position), originally based in England, is
police tried to evict a complex of houses occupied by squat- truly a strange hybrid. Both the British and the American
ters, known as the Hafenstrasse. The police were met with branches are presently involved in a campaign to stop Ger-
a 10,000-person march (under the banner, “Build Revolu- man Chancellor Gerhard Schröder from using the Consti-
tionary Dual Power”), of whom 1,500 people employed tutional Court to ban the neo-fascist National Democratic
the Black Bloc tactic, battling police for 24 hours before Party (NPD) of Germany. The two main ideologues of
the latter went into retreat. The next day, fires were set in the International Third Position are G.K. Chesterton and
13 department stores, causing $10 million in damage. Hilaire Belloc, who were the feudalist Catholic leaders of

Similar tactics were employed in virtual irregular war- a movement in the 1930s known as the “Distributists,” who
fare against Germany’s nuclear power plants. allied themselves at that time with the pro-Confederate

More than ten years before Seattle, 80,000 protesters, Nashville Agrarians. The “Distributists,” who initially
of whom many used the Black Bloc tactic, mobilized praised Adolf Hitler, tried to reorganize the economy un-
against a meeting of the International Monetary Fund- der medieval craft guilds, which is essentially the outlook
World Bank in Berlin in 1988. of Edward “Teddy” Goldsmith, who has his own fascist

In an August 2000 public critique of the eruptions in ties. (See EIR Aug. 3, 2001, “How the ‘Lost Corpse’ Bur-
Seattle and elsewhere, written by the Canadian Security ied America’s Intellectual Tradition,” by Stanley Ezrol.)
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where a march of nearly 10,000 people (partly from the Lud-
dite organization Reclaim the Streets) rapidly degenerated
into a riot, in which 42 people were injured and damage was
estimated at millions of dollars. The activities were not con- World Social Forum
fined to London; cities in North America and continental Eu-
rope also were involved, and in most cases financial districts by Gretchen Small
were targetted for protests and terrorism, while 10,000 attacks
were made upon businesses by computer hackers.

The World Social Forum, founded at the so-called “Anti-In August 1999, the second PGA international conference
took place in Bangalore. According to the PGA’s own history: Davos Conference” held in Pôrto Alegre, Brazil, on Jan. 25-

30, 2001, is yet another wing of the “Seattle movement.”“At Bangalore it was decided by unanimity to redefine it [the
PGA] as an anti-capitalist network. . . .” Formalized as a permanent organization, with an Interna-

tional Council and plenty of financing (although no fixed ad-Already before the Bangalore conference, when the WTO
announced that it would hold its third summit in Seattle, vari- dress), the WSF is organizing for a second conference to be

held in Pôrto Alegre from Jan. 31 to Feb. 5, 2002. Its organiz-ous groups from Vancouver to Los Angeles (several of which
had participated in earlier global days of action) formed the ers project that 100,000 people will attend.

The WSF claims that it has no bureaucratic structure, norDirect Action Network (DAN), which adopted the principles
of the PGA. DAN announced its intention to block the open- any deliberative function, nor does it take decisions as a body,

nor commit its members to any particular agenda; it is, rather,ing of the WTO Summit in Seattle, where a major failure in
intelligence, given the pre-history of actions, left the police “a world process . . . designed to build an international unify-

ing movement of alternatives.”totally unprepared for the new terrorism that emerged there
on Nov. 30, 1999. Translated, that means that the WSF’s function is to pro-

vide the global “Seattle movement” with a central politicalSome 10,000 activists, many adopting the tactics of the
“Black Bloc” (see box), managed to block all 13 accesses to umbrella, through which to garner publicity and legitimacy,

establish networks, coordinate actions, and channel money.the summit, and they were joined by hundreds of young trade
unionists, who took part in the direct action, despite AFL- The first WSF conference, touting itself as “part of the

movement which has grown since Seattle,” surpassed even itsCIO rules to the contrary. Simultaneously, demonstrations
occurred in 60 cities around the world. organizers’ expectations: Anywhere from 12-16,000 people

attended, representing hundreds of groups and a smorgasbordSince that time, PGA-linked global days of action have
become larger and more violent. For example, despite little of political, academic, indigenous, feminist, gay, Marxist,

counterculture, homeless, labor, peasant, student, anarchist,news attention at the Sept. 26, 2000 IMF/World Bank meeting
in Prague, the rioters held the upper hand. Czech organiza- terrorist, drug-trafficking, etc. interests from around the

world.tions that had participated in previous global days of action
issued a call that was seconded by the PGA convenors, and A leading attraction at the conference was Javier Ci-

fuentes, representative of the largest dope cartel in South15-20,000 demonstrators took part, coming from as far away
as Spain, Italy, Norway, Poland, and Greece. As the PGA America, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia

(FARC), who, provided with special protection, waltzedofficial history gloats: “On S26, the opening day of the sum-
mit, 15 to 20,000 demonstrators besieged the assembly for around the conference, speaking publicly.

The WSF “anti-Davos” movement is the brainchild ofhours. Delegates attempting to leave were injured and finally
evacuated to the underground. The second day many pre- Teddy Goldsmith, the French daily Le Monde reported shortly

before the Pôrto Alegre conference opened in January 2001.ferred to stay in the safety of their hotels, while the remainder
voted to cancel the third day of the meetings.” The new terror- The two principal agencies used to set Goldsmith’s murder-

ous idea into motion were the Brazilian Workers’ Party andists were able to do this, despite 11,000 police having been de-
ployed. its Landless Movement (MST), and Bernard Cassen, director

of France’s Le Monde Diplomatique, the leader of the FrenchFor more of the events that PGA took part in, see the
timeline in this Feature. ATTAC movement (Association for the Taxation of Finan-

cial Transactions and for the Aid of the Citizenry), and, more
recently, would-be travel agent for the Zapatistas’ Subcom-
mander Marcos.

Held at the same time as the annual gathering of worldTo reach us on the Web:
business, financial, and government leaders at the World Eco-
nomic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, “anti-Davos” was givenwww.larouchepub.com
massive publicity. A teleconference debate between the
Davos Forum, featuring George Soros, and leaders from the
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